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Abstract." For certain integrals, with one-signed integrands, bounds depending on a parameter can be constructed. 
Sharpness of the bounds can be improved by fragmentation f the interval; this device is the basis of most quadrature 
formulas. 
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1. Introduction 
In previous papers [2,3] we have developed sequences of bounds for integrals for which a 
component of the integrand is one-signed on the interval of integration. The bounds are linear, 
involving the function and a set of its derivatives, along with a certain set of moments. They are 
also best bounds with respect o the choice of a certain parameter - -  this aspect is the new 
departure introduced. 
Now in classical quadrature, approximation formulas are developed for a subinterval and 
applied to an interval. In general, the approximation to the integral improves as the subinterval 
size decreases, but not without limit. So with the bounds we have described we may use 
segmentation of the interval. As a rough rule, it seems better to use low-order bounds along with 
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fine intervals, rather than high-order bounds along with coarse intervals. 
If the range involved is infinite, then apart from mapping to a finite interval, problems are to 
be expected. In any case, bounds for a truncated interval can generally be found. 
2. Formula for the uniform case 
Considering bounds for integrals of the form fbf(t)  d t, in which f ( t )  possesses a one-signed 
third- (or higher odd-) order derivative on [a, b], we regard t as being uniformly distributed on 
the interval or some subintervals. For the segmental approach, we divide [a, b] into a certain 
number n (n = 1, 2 . . . .  ) of subintervals of equal width h, h = (b - a) /n ,  and let S~ denote the 
interval [a + ih, a + (i + 1) h], i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1. It follows that 
n--1  n- -1  
f f f ( t )  d t=h ~_, fsf(t) dt/h=h ~_, E i ( f ( t )}  (2.1) 
iffi0 ~ iffiO 
in which E~ is the expectation operator within S~ and t is uniformly distributed in S~. 
We define fr(t ) as the r th derivative o f f ( t ) .  
Now consider setting up a specified order s (s = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  ) of segmented bounds for the 
above integral. For clarity, we let B~°(Xi) denote the sth-order bounds for E i { f ( t )},  in which h i 
refers to the lower or upper end point of S v The nature of the bounds are generally determined 
by the sign of f2s+3(t) over [a, b]. We also let ~n) (h )  denote the n-segmented bounds. Thus for 
the integral in (2.1), we have 
n--1  
i=0 
2.1. Bounds corresponding to the lower end points of S i 
Let p~, i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1, be the lower end points of S~, so that 
p~= a + ih; 
and let to~ ) be the real value of to satisfying 
E i ( t - to )2s+l ( t -p i )=O.  
Defining 
t = a + ih + hx, and to~° = a + ih + hws, 
we have 
e,[t- to "]r 
i 
1), r=1,2 ,  . . . .  
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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For convenience, let 
ms. r= (1 _ %)2 ,_  w~ 2~ and ms, ,* = (1 - Ws)2r+l  + w2r+l  
Now substitute (2.3) into the one-segmented formulas [3, Eq. (2.6) or (2.1)]; then 
n-1 h2 h=,_ a 
~ (p)=hi=oE f(~o~i))+~.ms.lfa + 3!ms,,f2+ "'" + (-~s)v. ms.sfzs_, 
(2.4) 
h2S h2S+l  [ f2s 
+ (2s + 1)! m~*~f2~ (2s + 2) m~'~+l (2s)!(-hw~) 
k 
f2s-1 +. . .+  fl _~f(~o~°)-f(p,)]l 
+ (2s -1 ) ! ( -hw, )  2 1!(_h%)2~ , . ,2~+, -n%) ]1 
in which, for convenience, f , - -  fr(~0~ i)) for r = 1, 2 . . . . .  2s. Rearranging the terms, we have 
, -1[_ rn~,~+lf(p~) +F(,%"°,h)+F*(o~ ° h)] 
~}" ' (p )=h i=0 y'~ (2s+2)w~ *+1 ' " ' 
where 
--s ' j=0""  s2j~-, (2 j  + 1)! + (2s + 2)(2j)!w~ -2j+1 ' 
F.(oa:i,,h)= ~ ha,_lf=j_,(oa:o) [ rn,,j m,,,+l 
j=, (2j)!  (2s + 2)(2j  - 1)!w~ '-=j+= 
(2.5) 
and ~i) is the real root of (2.2). In fact o~ i), actually %, can be obtained by the following 
algorithm. Notice that in terms of x, (2.2) becomes 
h2"+3fl(x- w s dx 0 2s+l  X .~_ 
"0 
which is equivalent to 
/0 /01 l(X-Ws) dx+w~ x-% dx=0.  
Hence ws is the real root of 
[(1-w~)2"+3 +w~'+3]/(2s+ 3)+ws[(a-w,)2~+2-w~'+2]/(2s+ )=O. (2.6) 
Let c~ = (1 - %)/%, then (2.6) leads to the iterative formula 
q= [(2s + 2)c~ + 2s + 3] -1/~2"+2,, (2.7) 
where on the right-hand side an appropriate seed c* is used (0 < c* < 1); the equation is then 
initiated into its cycle. The scheme is rapidly convergent in general. 
When s is large 
c~ - (4s + 5)-l/t2s+2). 
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initiated into its cycle, lhe  scheme is rapidly convergent in general. 
When s is large 
cs - (4s + 5) - lm'+~).  
2.2. Bounds corresponding to the upper end points 
Let 
q~ = a + (i + 1)h, 
and to~ i)* be the real root of 
E,(t - to)2s+l(t - qi) = O. 
Define y and w* by 
t=a+(i+ l)h-hy and to~i)*=a+(i+ l)h-hw *. 
Notice that in case t is symmetrically distributed in [a, b], it can be shown that the sum of the 
respective real roots of the equations 
E[(t-to)2~+i(t-a)]=O and E[(t-to)2"+l(t-b)]=O 
is a + b. It follows that w* = w~ and 
Ei[t - - to~i l*]  r [t--6o~i)*] r dt/h 
=hrfol(W*--y) r dy=hr[wr+l-(ws-a)r+l]/(r+ 1). 
Thus, 
n- I  
~Jn)(q)  =h E B}i)(q,) 
i=0 
=h y(%'(°*)-~..m~.l/l+~.m*lf: - ~ .  m~.2f3 + "'" + 
i=0 
h 2s+l  f2s f2s - i  
+ (2s+2)  m'"+l  (2s)!(hw,) + (2s -1) ! (hw~) 2 + "'" 
+ f' f(t°'s')*)-/(q,)]] 
l!(hw,)2s O!(hw,)2,÷, 
where £ -- £ (~°* ) .  Rearranging terms, we have 
n-l[_ m~.~+lf(qi ) ~.[,.,~i), h)_F.(to~i).,h)] 
~}n)(q)---h )-". (2s+ 2)w 2~+1 +- - ' - "  ' 
i~0  
where F and F* are defined in (2.5). 
h 2s 
(2s+ l)! m*.sf2" 
(2.8) 
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2.3. Examples 
Example 2.1. 
I1 a+ 1 =f~ dt/t=ln(l  + l/a), a>O. 
Using (2.5) and (2.8) we have the fol lowing zero-order  n-segmented bounds  
n-1 6an + 6i + 5 
l n ( l+ l /a )>~t0n) (p )=½ E (3an+3i+l ) (an+i+l )  
i=0 
l n ( l+ l /a )<~t°n) (q )=~l l [  1-27(a-------n+i)+16 ] i = o  an -+i 6 3an + 3i  2) 2 (2.9) 
n=1,2 ,3  . . . . .  
The closeness of the bounds  to the exact value can be obta ined by apply ing the Eu ler -Mac laur in  
Summat ion  Formula  to the bounds.  For  instance 
ln(1 + 1/a)-~o")(p)  - [1 / (a  + 1) 3 -  1/a3]/(lO8n 3) 
with a d iscrepancy of order  n-3.  
For  h igher-order  bounds,  we have the numer ica l  results given in Tab le  1. 
Table 1 
Bounds for 11 
a Exact value n s Lower bound Upper bound 
1 0.69314718055994 1 1 0.69281023 0.69349338 
2 0.69312238 0.69316982 
3 0.69314516 0.69314887 
4 0.69314701 0.69314732 
5 0.69314716 0.69314719 
5 1 0.6931469799 0.6931473818 
2 0.6931471797 0.6931471814 
3 0.693147180555 0.693147180564 
4 0.6931471805599080 0.6931471805599587 
10 
0.182321556793955 1 1 0.1823214338 0.1823216802 
2 0.1823215562 0.1823215574 
3 0.182321556790 0.182321556797 
4 0.18232155679392 0.18232155679397 
5 1 0.182321556753 0.182321556835 
2 0.18232155679395 0.18232155679396 
0.095310179804325 1 1 0.095310177 0.095310182 
2 0.0953101798008 0.0953101798078 
3 0.09531017980432 0.09531017980433 
5 1 0.095310179803506 0.095310179805144 
2 0.095310179804325 0.095310179804325 
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Table 2 
Bounds for 12( = ~r2/12 
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= 0.822467033424) 
n s Lower bound Upper bound 
1 1 0.822391 0.822545 
2 0.822463 0.822471 
3 0.82246675 0.82246727 
4 0.82246701 0.82246705 
5 0.8224670318 0.8224670346 
5 1 0.8224669938 0.8224670731 
2 0.8224670333 0.8224670335 
3 0.822467033424 0.822467033425 
Example 2.2. 
f0 1 In(1 + t) dt .  12= t 
To check the sign of the derivatives of f ( t ) ,  notice that 
ln(1 +t )  f_l dx  
f ( t )=  t =,o x t+ l '  t>0.  
Now it is clear that df /d t ,  d2f/dt  2, etc. are alternately negative and positive. Numerical  results 
are given in Table 2. 
Example 2.3. 
i3 (a)  =g+l  dt  --- In ln(a + 1) - In In a, 
Bounds are for 13(2 ) are listed in Table 3. 
a>l .  
3. Formula for the non-uniform case 
Now we further consider segmented bounds for the Stieltjes integral 
(3.1) 
Table 3 
Bounds for 13(2 ) 
n s Lower bound Upper bound 
1 1 0.46023 0.46090 
2 0.46054 0.46058 
3 0.460559 0.460562 
4 0.4605606 0.4605609 
5 0.46056073 0.46056076 
5 1 0.4605605 0.4605609 
2 0.460560747 0.460560749 
3 0.46056074819 0.46056074820 
4 0.460560748191 0.460560748194 
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where ~p(t) is the distribution function of t on [a, b] and f ( t )  possesses a one-signed third- (or 
higher odd-) order derivative. Divide [a, b] into n segments with end points %, a 1, a 2 . . . . .  a,  such 
that a = a 0 < a I < a 2 < • • • < a, = b. The distribution function of t in a typical segment [a,, a,+l] 
is then 
~ ( t ) / [  ~b( a,+ a) -- ~(or)  ]
and the r th moment is 
f 
at  + 1 
v., ('>= t" dq~(t) / [q,(a,+l) -q~(a,)  ] . 
a t 
From [3, eq. (2.6)], we have 
r / - -1  




X i=a  i or X i=ai+ 1, i=0 ,1 ,2  . . . . .  n - l ,  
in which 
2s p(i) 
,'> c('>~,,, :) D: (., ,x,)G; (.~ ) ~s' (x , )= E 7 . '  J ' " ' "  - "> ""> "> "> 
j=O 
G:'>~'" :)= E :,(~'"~ , , ,  (;77: • ,, r=j  
2s 
(i) (i) + E D; (~, ,X,)=- /(X,) /,.(~") 
(~i ~ (i) ~2s+ 1 (i)~2s--j+l ~ 60, ) j :o  j ! (h  i -  lo, ) 
2 1 [ 
(i) ,(i) "~ • / G: (,o, /=E/ [ t -~0~' )12"+'= ~-~ t2s+l ] '  (o,i..(o 
j - -O j ] I -w ,  ) vu,_j+ 1 
and ~0~ ° is the real value of ~0 satisfying 
gi ( t - -~o)2s+l ( l -  X, )=O. 
Recall that X i refers to the end points of the subinterval (see (3.2)). The nature of the bounds can 
be decided from a consideration of the sign of f2,+3(t ) on [a, b]. 
3.1. Some standard quadratures 
Consider 
b f ( t )  dt 
n- -1  
= T. g~'Tk,, 
i~0  
(a<b) 
n=l ,2  . . . .  
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where 
j;i)=/o+('+l)h 
Ca + ih 
so that, if 
fa 
a+( i+ l) h 
+ ih 
f ( t )k i  
7 (b - t ) ( t -a )  
dt, h = (b -  a ) /n .  
ki d t= 1 
~(b- t ) ( t -a )  
then, using the transformation t = a + ½nh(1 - sin #), 
k, = [arcs in (a , (1 -  fl2)1/2_ f l i (a_  a2)1/2}]-1 
L ", ~J  
where 
a i= l -2 i /n  and f l i= l - (2 i+2) /n .  
Thus the r th moments of t are 
rr(,, = farcsin, o,,)[ + ½nh(1 - sin 0)1" dO. 
k i  arcsin(fl, ) a 
In particular 
vl i l=a+ ½nh + ½nhki[(1 - a2) ' /2 -  (1 - fl2)'/2], 
v(2ii=(a+ ½nh)2+ nhki(a+ ½nh)[ (1 -a2) ' /2 - (1 - f12)  '/21 
+ }(nh )2_ ~( nh )2k,[ ai(1 - a 2 ),/2 _ fl,(1 - 172 ).,/2]. 
Hence 
"-'  [ (x , -  ,I'>)I(~<o ',) +( , I  i , -  ~'o'>)l(x,)] 
~o(")(X) -- i:oE X i_  l°(o i) arcsin Yi 
where 
(3.3) 
Yi ai(1 f12) '/2 fli( 1 2"/2 = - -  __  - -O / t )  , 
,O,o i, = ( . , , ,_  xA,,  ) /(  .li>_ x, ) 
1 dt 
f ( t ) -  (2 - t l~ / (1 -¼t)  and dq J ( t )= ~Nr~l_ t )  
Bounds for J2 are given in Table 4. 
a numerical illustration, consider the elliptic integral 
J2 = foXf ( t ) d~p(t) 
where 
and X~ = a + ih (i = 0, 1, . . . )  or X i = a + (i + 1)h (i = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  ). If f3 is positive (negative), then 
X i = a + ih leads to lower (upper) bounds and X i = a + (i + 1)h leads to upper (lower) bounds. As 
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Table 4 
Bounds for J2 = 3.23477 [1, p. 625] 
n s Lower bound Upper bound 
h i = a + ih Xi = a +( i  +l)h  
1 1 3.19839 3.26303 
2 3.225899 3.240349 
3 3.232385 3.236048 
4 3.234090 3.235093 
5 3.234570 3.234859 
5 1 3.23470 3.23483 
2 3.23477133 3.23477496 
3 3.23477339 3.23477352 
4 3.23477346 3.23477347 
Similarly for 
J3=L?(t)~(b-t)(t-a ) dt (b>a) ,  
n--I 
~o'°'(x) = E [x,-.~"]i(~'o")+[.~"-~'o"lIIx,) 
, -o  k , [  x ,  - ~'0"] ' 
n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
where 
~,~"= ½nhH + ~4(nh)3k,[(1 - a~ )3/2-(1 - fl~).3/2], 
~')= (½nh)2Z2 + ~(½nh )4Hk,[(1 - a~)3/2-(1 - fl?)3/2] + ~(½nh )2 
- }(½nh ) ' k , [  a , (1  - a t ) ' /2{1  - 2a~)  - f l ,(1 - f12 ) ' /2(1 _ 2fl2 )], 
H=l+2a/(nh), h=(b-a)/n, a,=l-2i/n, f l ,= l -2 ( i+ l ) /n ,  
k, = 8[(nh)2[arcsin(a,) -  arcsin(fl ,)+ a,(1 - a~) ' /2 -  fl,(1 - f l2) ' /2]]- , ,  
~'0" = (.~'"- xA ' ,  )/( .~',- x,),  
and 
~i=a+ih or ~i=a+(i+l)h, 
As an illustration, let 
, t~- t )  
']4 =fo dt. 1 + sin t 
The results are listed in Table 5. 




Bounds for "/4 
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n s Lower bound Upper bound 
X, = a +( i  + 1)h h i = a + ih 
1 1 0.27430920 0.27446339 
2 0.27437843 0.27438502 
3 0.27438151 0.27438182 
4 0.27438166 0.27438168 
5 0.2743816678 0.2743816685 
5 1 0.2743816267 0.2743817126 
2 0,2743816681 0.2743816683 
3 0,274381668180 0.274381668181 
4 0,2743816681804 0,2743816681804 
4. Further comments 
Bounds for I =/obf(t) d~(t)  will depend on the form of the integrand, and may be set up in 
more than one way (see [3, Example 4.1]), perhaps producing sharper results. For example, if 
I f  f f  (x) (n(.) arealpolynomial), 
o n(x )  
Table 6 
Bounds for I 
a b 1 n s Lower b6und Upper bound 
0 1 ½~r 10 0 0.785388985 0.785407454 
20 0 0.785397011 0.785399323 
0 2 - ~ ~'~ 1 1 0.26179856 0.26180021 
2 0.2617993767 0.2617993987 
3 0.261799387649 0.261799387950 
4 0.261799387797 0.261799387801 
5 0.26179938779912 0.26179938779918 
1 a 0.261799386139 0.261799389101 
2 a 0.2617993877978 0.2617993878002 
5 1 0.261799387564 0.261799388034 
2 0.2617993877990344 0.2617993877992640 
3 0.2617993877991493 0.2617993877991494 
4 0.2617993877991494 0.2617993877991494 
1 a 0.261799387797 0.261799387801 
10 0 0.261799383 0.261799392 
20 0 0.261799387 0.261799388 
0 2~/~-- -~ - 2 - vc3 ~r  " 10 0 0.130899694 0.130899694 
20 0 0.130899694 0.130899694 
a By the E( t - * )  approach. ¼~ = 0.7853981633; ~ = 0.2617993877991494; ~ = 0.130899693899574. 
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then we can resort to the approach used in E( t -k) ,  k -- 1, t = I I (x )  (see [2]); with this approach 
the extreme values (2~) involved in the bounds will now refer to max{H(x) )  and min(H(x)}  
where x ~ [ a, b ]. 
For example, consider 
I=  ( l+x  2) - -a rc tan  1 -ab  " 
See Table 6. 
By the E(t  -k) approach, we have the following explicit expression. 
~'°(")(q) <arctan 1 +ab < (1)) 
where 
in which 
,,-1 1 -F L i 
~ot")(q) = h y '  
/=o 1 +[a+( i+ 1)hi =' 
. -1 l -U ,  
~o") (P )  =h E 
i=o 1 +(a+ih)  2'  
L i = ([a +( i  + ~)h] 2)/((a/h)(1 + a 2) + i+ 2+ a2(3i + 4)+ ½ah(2 + 8i + 9i 2) 
+ ~h2(2 + 10i + 20i 2 + 15i 3)}, 
U,= ( [a  +( i  + ½)h]2}/ ( (a /h ) (1  + a 2) + i+ ½.+ a2(3i +-~) +½ah(3 + 10i + 9i 2) 
+ ~h2(3 + 15i + 25/2 + 15i a) }, 
h=(b-a) /n ,  n=1,2 ,3  . . . . .  O<a<b< oo. 
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